GROWING ABORIGINAL TOURISM
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65,000 Years

The world’s oldest living culture
is connected to the land...

Learn from others

Develop your products

Share your story

Connect and engage

Diversify your portfolio

Launch your marketing campaign

Stakeholders, partners & programs

Enhance the visitor experience

Create a buzz!

There are individuals and organisations at a local, State and Commonwealth level who are working to grow
Indigenous tourism. They may be able to help you with your project. There are also special programs designed
to help Indigenous people build business skills and develop tourism products in your local area.

Visitors are curious by nature, especially if a place is interesting, surprising and exciting. They might just stay an
extra night to catch the festival, to see dancers, to learn traditional weaving, or to spend some money at the night
markets. A focus on the visitor experience and ‘putting the customer first’ will have the best chance of success.

A marketing strategy is essential to attract customers, promote sales and build awareness of your brand. Advertising
can purchased across a wide range of 'channels' including: print advertising and posters; newspapers and
magazines; outdoor ads and billboards; public transit ads; sponsorship of TV shows and events; TV commercials;
radio; sponsored web content; online pop-ups and search engines ads; and social media ads. Other promotional
strategies include writing articles, giving interviews, posting to social media and person-to-person networking.

Facilities & Cultural Centres – showcasing culture

An amazing story

Indigenous tourism operators in NSW*

Facilities are purpose-built centres that showcase Indigenous culture.
An example is the Yarrawarra Aboriginal Cultural Centre at Corindi Beach.
Well-designed facilities are ‘one stop shops’ where diverse and dynamic attractions
are enhanced by easy parking with restrooms, food and drink readily available.

Research published in the journal Nature on 20 July 2017 set a minimum age for the arrival of the First Australians in
Arnhem Land at about 65,000 years ago. In NSW, the oldest evidence of Aboriginal occupation consists of ritual
burials dated to about 42,000 years ago at Lake Mungo in the Willandra Lakes Region. The great antiquity of
Aboriginal people in Australia is a significant element in the story of humanity – an amazing story!
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Image: entrance to the Armidale and Region Aboriginal Cultural Centre and Keeping Place.

Installations – stories in sculpture
Installations include built structures or gardens that highlight aspects of Indigenous
culture. An example is the Wagirra Trail and Yindyamarra Sculpture Walk at Albury.
Effective installations make the most of their location and are designed to excite the
senses and challenge the passive viewer.
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Image: a story pole at the Wiradjuri Dreaming Centre, Forbes.

Excursions – explore & discover
1.

Excursions are short educational jouneys into Indigenous culture that take half a
day or less, such as those offered by First Lesson Cultural Tours at Dubbo.
Learning about Aboriginal culture in the great outdoors can span topics like
Indigenous plant use, tool making, Aboriginal place names and much more.

Baiame, the 'Father of All' and the most important ancestor and law-maker, is depicted on the wall of the heritagelisted Baiame Cave in Wonnarua country in the upper Hunter Valley. This mysterious and evocative male figure
overlooks the valley with his large staring eyes and long arms outstretched in a protective gesture. It is said that, in
the Dreaming, the ‘Sky Father’ came down to the land and created the rivers, mountains, and forests. He then
journeyed amongst the people and imparted to them knowledge, lore and ceremony before returning to the sky.
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Tours – immerse yourself

Connect with Country

Tours include extended spiritual and educational journeys into Indigenous culture
and place that take the best part of a day or longer. Examples include Ngaran
Ngaran Culture Awareness on the South Coast, Bundyi Cultural Tours in the
Riverina, and Mutawintji Heritage Tours in Far Western NSW.

Get a plan

Understand your region

Refresh your strategy

Learning, teaching and sharing culture
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Festivals are major public events that celebrate Indigenous culture.
An example is the Yabun Festival in Sydney. Great festivals are built on extensive
planning and cooperation between many stakeholders where a multitude of issues
are resolved beyond the lineup and lighting, such as security, catering and logistics.

In Australia, there is a suite of tourism plans, strategies and toolkits available that focus at a national, state
and/or regional level. Many jurisdictions have also produced plans that focus on Aboriginal tourism.
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In NSW, there are four documents of particular relevance that together represent a very practical toolkit
to support Indigenous tourism across the State:

A.
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B.

C.

Image: Djirringanj Dreaming Tour, Narooma.

Festivals & Events – celebrate

Four key documents

Every person and every place has a story. By learning the story of your place and sharing your story with visitors,
you can help to preserve culture and nurture community. Indigenous tourism is one way to increase the
employment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and increase economic activity in rural and regional NSW
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Image: Aboriginal Ranger at Booderee National Park, Jervis Bay.

Review your success

Image: dancers at the Yabun Festival in 2016.

Adapt your strategy

Performances & Ceremony – let’s dance
Performances are smaller scale Indigenous cultural events such as story telling,
dancing, didgeridoo and clapstick performances. Ceremonial events can include a
welcome to country which acknowledges the traditional custodians of the land or a
smoking ceremony to cleanse and ward off bad spirits.
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*Selected Indigenous-owned or guided tourism businesses

Learning from experience

Image: Ella Havelka, the first Indigenous dancer to join the Australian Ballet.

‘Instant success’ takes time, sometimes years. It is more realistic to plan for medium-term success through a
thoughtful process of trial and error often called “adaptive management”. The essence of adaptive management is
to use planning as part of a ‘learning cycle’ where progress is monitored, the effectiveness of a strategy is evaluated
and, ultimately, the strategy is adjusted to take account of what works and what doesn’t. This is not to rule out
creativity and innovation which is fundamental to business success – adaptive management provides an intellectual
framework to support learning and continuous improvement.

Galleries & Exhibitions – be amazed
Language Groups in New South Wales, near Wiradjuri Country

Galleries and exhibitions showcase Indigenous art and material culture.
An example is the Saltwater Freshwater Arts Alliance based at Coffs Harbour.
International visitors are particularly interested in cultural displays and are often
amazed by the colour, depth and diversity of traditional Aboriginal art.
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A. Aboriginal Tourism Action Plan 2017-2020

Workshops, like those run by the Worimi Local Aboriginal Land Council, involve
experiential learning of Indigenous skills such as weaving, painting, tool making and
boomerang throwing. The best workshops are fun, learning experiences where
people feel safe and are able to ask stupid questions and make mistakes.
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The Aboriginal Tourism Toolkit is essentially a showcase for, and catagloue of, Aboriginal tourism
products in NSW. The product categories include: export-ready tours; festivals and events; galleries
and exhibitions (Sydney or regional); performance groups; and bush tucker and corporate gifts.

Arts and crafts include artworks, artefacts and fashion made or designed by
Indigenous people and sold in shops, galleries, at markets, or online. The most
sought-after works are those with a clear provinance or ‘back story’. Buyers are
interested in the creator, region of origin, and cultural meaning of a work.
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The Cultural Tourism Development Program embodies the commitment of NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service "…to increasing the Aboriginal tourism profile within National Parks, and contributing to
community capacity building." The resource provides potential cultural tourism operators with an
understanding of the tourism industry and all the elements involved with owning and operating a
tourism business. It includes practical activities to demonstrate how a cultural tourism business can be
developed from concept through to operation.
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Image: Aboriginal Bush Food Experience, The Royal Botanic Garden, Sydney.

DRAFT FOR CONSULTATION PURPOSES – NOT FOR REDISTRIBUTION

Digital tourism products include information and entertainment content accessed via
the internet. This content may be linked to physical places through mobile apps that
use the GPS sensor in smart phones or through QR codes that instantly link to web
content. virtualsonglines.org even takes Aboriginal culture into the AR sphere.
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Image:The front window of Aboriginal Dreamtime Fine Art Gallery, Manly.

Digital & Online – visit virtual worlds
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Copyright © Geomancia Pty. Ltd. 2019
This poster is an outcome of research towards
"A strategy to grow Indigenous heritage tourism in central NSW"
funded under the Commonwealth Building Better Regions Fund (BBRF73931)

Image: The Ngarandi iPhone application by Isobar Communications Pty. Ltd.
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Tanning Project: 2019 Workshop Series", wiredlab.org, THE WIRED LAB, 2019. [14] "The front window", tripadvisor.com.au, tripadvisor Australia, Aboriginal Dreamtime
Fine Art Gallery, traveller photo submitted by CFEIII, March 2019. [15] "Aboriginal Bush Food Experience", rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au, The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney, 21
December 2019. [16] "Canoe building and fact fishing in creative new app", nit.com.au , National Indigenous Times, December 11, 2019 - The Ngarandi iPhone application
by Isobar Communications Pty Ltd. [17] "Late 19th century boomerang featuring scalloped design particular to north-west New South Wales", nma.gov.au, National
Museum of Australia, 2019. [18] "The shield is a parrying shield from south-east Australia, probably from the Upper Darling and Paroo River region. It is decorated with
horizontal bands of blue pigment at each end of the shield and a similar strip along its centre. This blue pigment is most likely ‘Reckitt’s Blue’, a domestic bleaching agent",
nma.gov.au, National Museum of Australia, 2019. [19] "Food Culture: Aboriginal Bread", australianmuseum.net.au, Australia Museum, 2019 - Grinding stone and muller.
"These stones were used to grind wild seeds into flour which in turn was baked as bread. This object was collected from Marra Station on the Darling River and donated to
the Australian Museum prior to 1941. E49213. Image: Stuart Humphreys, Australian Museum. [20] "Mt Grenfell Aboriginal Cave Paintings", flickr.com, flickr, tonyforster2,
September 11, 2011. [21] "Celebrating women at NAIDOC in the City – Interview with 33 Creative Co-Director Mayrah Sonter", Jannawi Dance Clan, create.nsw.gov.au,
Create NSW, 2019, Joseph Mayers, City of Sydney. [22] "NSW launches new Aboriginal Tourism Toolkit", getindustry.com.au, getIndustry, March 23, 2017, Photo: My
Ngrrumpaa Detour. [23] "First Lesson Cultural Tours", nativesecrets.com.au, nativesecrets, 2019. [24] "ABOUT", ERESOURCES, bangarra.com.au, bangarra, 2019. [25] "NSW
launches new Aboriginal Tourism toolkit", australia.etbtravelnews.global, ETB Travel News, March 22, 2017. [26] "Andrew Webster: NRL tone deaf over double anthem for
Indigenous Round", stuff.co.nz, stuff, May 12 2017 - The Aboriginal smoking ceremony performed before the Bulldogs v Cowboys game, the first of the NRL Indigenous
Round, Brendon Thorne/ Getty Images. [27] "Learn about the fascinating bush tucker and useful natural medicines with a Discovery ranger at Bongil Bongil National Park.",
nationalparks.nsw.gov.au, NSW National Parks and & Wildlife Service, 2019.

Bush tucker can be enjoyed on an excursion or at a restaurant or cafe, such as The
Bush Tucker Cafe at the Yarrawarra Aboriginal Cultural Centre at Corindi Beach.
Fred’s Bush Tucker can provide event catering while the award-winning restaurant
Caveau in Wollongong takes Indigenous ingredients to the next level.

* presently under revision
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Bush Tucker – the taste of nature

The Cultural Tourism Toolkit addresses cultural tourism in the broad sense and is designed to assist
small arts and cultural organisations, coordinating organisations such as local councils, and individual
practitioners or businesses to better plan, develop and promote their tourism offering.
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Image: Wiradjuri Grasslands, Weaving & Tanning Project, 2019.

Arts & Crafts – handmade, authentic

D. A Cultural Tourism Toolkit, 2016
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B. New South Wales Aboriginal Tourism Toolkit, 2017

C. Cultural Tourism Development Program, 2014*
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Workshops – learn by doing

The Action Plan guides the work of Destination NSW, the lead tourism agency, and aims to "…support
the development and promotion of NSW Aboriginal cultural tourism experiences, products and
businesses leading to: a greater understanding of the richness of Aboriginal culture; and economic and
social benefits for Aboriginal people, both as operators and employees." A key focus is on the
development of market-ready (domestic) and export-ready (international) cultural tourism products and
events through the NSW Cultural Aboriginal Tourism Workshop Program.

Zoom Box

Innovation and adaptation – Indigenous technology

Image: detail from a painting by Owen Lyons, WiradjuriArt.
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